
From the Youngers… 

Sea smoke dances across Seal Harbor this morning, capped by a clear blue sky.  The small snow bank in 
our school yard has already been carved into a “ship” and we have tracked the snow-encrusted paths of 
deer and turkey at recess.  Winter is here!  Happy New Year.

The  Youngers  have  eagerly  returned  to  the 
classroom, with many stories of adventures winter 
breaks  and  observations  of  the  changing  natural 
world to share.  We began our new expedition this 
week, Geography; Landforms and Maps, which will 
be  an  introduction  to  place  from a  geographical 
perspective.  We will be taking a closer look at our 
island, the state of Maine, the regions of the United 
States, and taking imaginative journeys to the wilds 
of  the  seven  continents.   We heard  the  story  of 
great  grandfather  compass  rose  gnome,  who  will 
guide us in learning our cardinal directions and the 

basics of map reading and map making.  We will begin 
this week by identifying landforms, and will be taking a 
closer  look  at  our  very  own  Sand  Beach  and  the 
Beehive during our outing to stir our sense of wonder 
about topography and the land around us.  

Best Winter Wishes,   
Jasmine
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NotesField

Youngers proudly pose with the Seal Harbor Beach 
apple tree, naturally adorned, for Winter Solstice.

ßJasmine and Alister hang the popcorn and 
cranberry garland for the birds to enjoy.



From the Olders… 

Dear families,

Welcome to the new year!  It is so much fun to hear about winter break 
adventures as our various journeys bring us back to the schoolhouse.

On  Monday  we  spent  the  morning  outside,  exploring  the  winter 
landscape  and observing  what  has  changed with  the  coming  of  the 
snow and ice. The children practiced keen observation skills, sharing 
observations that were "unique to their eyes" and using those specific 
details to craft beautiful poems in ELA.

The children explored Stanley Brook and began to considered how this winter weather has impacted our 
watershed. Many of the children expected to find the stream frozen over, but were pleasantly surprised by 
the bubbling motion of the brook amidst the winter quiet.

We are enthusiastic lovers of winter here in the Olders class and each child is eagerly looking forward to a 
new blanket of snow and the fort building and sledding that is to come.

We have added a new homework routine into the mix and the children now have reading logs to fill out 
each  night.  They  are  still  reading  a  minimum of  20  minutes  and  will  continue  to  write  homework 
assignments in their composition notebooks, but will record all reading details in these new logs.

Warmly,
Bethany
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Thank you to: 

Reminders: 
• It’s snow pants season!  

Please be sure snow 
pants, winter jackets, 
warm boots, wool socks, 
hats, mittens/gloves, neck 
warmers come to school 
each day to ensure 
comfortable recess times 
and outdoor class 
studies.

• Library this Friday.  
Please return any 
checked out books you 
may have at home.

• No school Friday, 
December 15: Faculty 
Inservice

• No school Monday, 
December 18: Martin 
Luther King Day

•
? Natural History Mystery ? 

The lakes of MDI are 
freezing over!   Some of the 
larger, deeper ones take 
more time to freeze.   What 
is the deepest lake on MDI?

Olders discover Stanley Brook in winter, with snow, but no ice.



Specialty Classes 

Spanish 
Olders: We had many students not in attendance; we started with two students and finished with one! We 
began our small class with a new poem: “Plantemos el árbol” (We plant the tree)  written by Enrique 
Riverola. We focused our attention on numbers and geometric forms in Spanish, it was interesting for 
Noah and I to realize the similarities of our languages when we were studying some specific shapes. Miss 
Bethany reminded us of the Latin origin of these words. We agreed that sometimes these names are not 
easy to remember in both languages. We are finishing our collective collage showing native designs from 
MDI and Easter Island. I hope for our entire class to be together again soon!.

Youngers: We continued working on our 
new poem “El Sol” (The Sun) as well as 
our recitation “El cuerpo humano” (The 
human Body). We added a new position 
to  our  Yoga  rout ine  ca l l ed  “e l 
saltamonte”  (the  grasshopper).  The 
children  found  this  “asana”  so  funny!. 
We  also  focussed  our  attention  on 
numbers, we went all  the way through 
20,  the  children  are  very  good  in  the 
first  10  numbers  but  they  are  still 
learning the  next  series,  10  to  20.  We 
worked  on  geometric  forms  using  a 
wooden clock with different shapes on 
each hour, this clock also helped us to 
work  with  numbers.  As  usual,  the 
children's  favorite  time  was  the  “La 
canción  del  elefante”  (elephant  song) 
that  helps  us  with  counting  in  an 
enjoyable way.

Warmly, Patricia

Upcoming Events and Info 

Winter Parent Meeting: Academics At The Community School 
Tuesday, January 26, 6pm 
What do we mean when we say Experiential Education?  What does a community based education look 
like?  How does our academic programing compare to area schools?  Our winter parent meeting is open to 
parents in both classes, and will delve into The Community School’s academic philosophy and practices, 
research behind our practices, and a discussion around what we call, teaching “the whole child.”  This is 
an opportunity to learn more deeply about how our academic philosophy plays out in the classroom and 
throughout the grades.  We strongly encourage at least one parent from each family to attend.  We look 
forward to a rich evening together!   
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All help to hang the conifer cones covered with animal fat and 
birdseed and other natural handmade decorations on the Seal 

Harbor Beach apple tree.



Welcome Back, Miss Marie 
Miss Marie has returned to The Community School this week, with much excitement, as our English/
Language Arts (ELA) Workshop teacher.  While Miss Bethany and Miss Jasmine have been holding the 
ELA workshop classes this fall, and will still participate in the implementation and assessment of ELA 
Workshop, Miss Marie and her expertise will be guiding this piece of our academic curriculum.  

Welcome Erica Lehner 
Erica will be joining The Community School as an intern for the month of January.  A senior at Colby 
College,  Erica is  majoring in Geology,  and has a  deep interest  and love for experiential  and outdoor 
education.  She has worked in informal educational capacities at both the Appalachian Mountain Club in 
the White Mountains of New Hampshire and at the Chewonki Foundation in Wiscasset, Maine.  She is 
making Bar Harbor her home this month, to participate in and learn more about our community based 
education model.  Please join me in welcoming her to our community.  
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Cultivating a Sense of Self, Place, and Community.

Just a few snapshots, taken by Rob Levin, of 
the Solstice Concert. See more on our 

Facebook Page: The Community School.


